scenarios. Although Urban is cautious in his treatment of all of these scenarios, his discussion of pros and cons is most reasonably interpreted as favoring scenario 3. Given the general neglect of lexical issues in typological studies of language, Urban's identification of this problem is refreshing, and his treatment is generally detailed and careful. However, his discussion is marred by several errors of fact, and more seriously by crucial oversights with regard to relevant data that materially affect his conclusions. 2 2. THE LARGER CONTEXT. The first question that one might ask in connection with a study of the distribution of lexical forms of the type 'eye of the day' = 'sun' is why choose this particular 'eye' expression over many others that are available? Blust (2009:213ff.) noted that-unlike other body-part terms-the morpheme meaning 'eye' is used in many languages globally in a more abstract sense than its primary body-part referent would suggest, and this sets it apart as a special case. Whereas expressions such as 'leg of a chair', 'foot of a mountain', 'headwaters of a river', or even 'nose of the breast' = 'nipple' involve a transparent mapping of bodily topography onto other domains, expressions such as Malay mata pisau (eye-knife) 'blade of a knife', Tae' (Sulawesi) mata lalan (eye-path) 'the central part of a path that is constantly trodden, and where no grass grows', or Hausa ido-n gari (eye-GEN-town) 'important people of a town' involve a more opaque semantic mapping. The issue whether such expressions involve a single polysemous morpheme or several homophones has been taken up for Austronesian languages by Holmer (1966:31-33) , and at greater length by Barnes (1978) and Chowning (1996) , but to date I have seen no general treatment of the subject in the context of language universals. As it happens, I collected a considerable amount of data on 2. The factual errors can be quickly disposed of, as they do not affect the structure of the argument, but are serious enough to require correction. In the first of these (570), "Yakan" (Behrens 2002 ) is metathesized to "Kayan." Both Yakan and Kayan are language names, but their referents are very distinct, both genetically and typologically: Yakan is a Samalan (SamaBajaw) language spoken on Basilan Island in the southern Philippines (Blust 2007) , and Kayan a language of central Borneo (Blust 1977) . The second error (574) appears in the statement "it is a fairly widespread assumption that Proto-Austronesian, at a still early time of its development, had affiliations with mainland Southeast Asia." In fact, no one since Kern (1889) has held such a view; the first contact between Austronesian and Austroasiatic languages was almost certainly a result of the Malayo-Chamic expansion out of southwest Borneo (Blust 1994) . Note that this claim is distinct from the widely held view that the AN languages reached Taiwan from coastal China and, therefore, must have been present (in a pre-Proto-Austronesian form) somewhere on the East Asian (not Southeast Asian) mainland. The third error occurs in map 2 (571), and at several points in the text, where it is noted that the equation 'eye of the day' = 'sun' is absent from Taiwan and the Philippines. While it is true that this expression is not common in either area, neither is it absent. For Taiwan, Ferrell (1969) , citing Davidson (1903) , who apparently recorded a different variety than the sole surviving dialect recorded in Li and Tsuchida (2006) , notes Kavalan mata no kān (eye GEN ?) 'sun', and Tsuchida, Yamada, and Moriguchi (1991) give mata u lʒijan (eye-GEN-day) 'sun' in the now extinct Trobiawan of the northeast coast. For the Philippines, Tboli, which clearly belongs to the Philippine group of languages (Blust 1991) , has mata kdaw (eye-day) 'sun' (Awed, Underwood, and van Wynen 2004) , and at the opposite end of the Philippine archipelago McFarland (1977:372) gives Ibanag, Isneg/Isnag matá 'eye; sun', a form that appears to have arisen in the same way as the fuller expression 'eye of the day', with subsequent reduction. Constructions of the type 'eye of day' = 'sun' can also be cited for Yakan, Mapun, and other Samalan languages of the Philippines, but it is generally agreed that these are intrusive to the area where they are now spoken.
this topic in the early 1980s, which resulted in a public lecture at the University of Hawaiʻi on October 10, 1984 , but the associated manuscript "The eye as center: A semantic universal" has never been published. Briefly, without citing the supporting data or needed commentary, table 2 summarizes the major lexical formations that I have found in which the morpheme meaning 'eye' is employed to form a compound or morphologically complex noun with an extended reference in members of at least two (generally noncontiguous) language families.
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As can be seen, 'eye of the day' = 'sun' is embedded in a larger matrix of compounds or genitive phrases that use the morpheme for 'eye' in an extended and, often semantically opaque, sense, and one can ask the same questions that Urban has asked for most or all of these expressions. Suppose, for example, that instead of starting with 'eye of the day' = 'sun' we start with 'eye of fish/chicken' = 'callus, corn on foot'. Malay mata ikan (eyefish), Thai taa plaa (eye-fish) 'callus' form a perfect structural match, and since similar expressions are found in a number of AN languages, including Kove iha mata (fish-eye) 'swelling of extremity that ends in development of "eye" with pus', Pohnpeian pworen mese-n mwomw (hole eye-of-fish) 'callus', Wayan Fijian mata ni ika ~ matanika (eye-GEN-fish) 'sore spot on sole of foot', and Nukuoro mada-ni-iga (eye-GEN-fish) ' callus on foot'), we could revisit the same types of "scenarios" that Urban considers in seeking the most satisfactory explanation for a distribution that initially might appear to be restricted to AN and other languages of mainland Southeast Asia. However, if we then include Japanese uo no me (fish-GEN-eye) 'callus, corn on foot', it becomes clear that the actual distribution is broader than initially conceived, essentially leaving us with one of two choices: (1) assume that these agreements are due to independent invention, or (2) assume that they are due to historical relationship (common origin or diffusion). To the extent that the units of comparison are geographically discontinuous, diffusion becomes more problematic, and any claim of common origin requires support from basic application of the comparative method. In the present case, this leaves independent invention as the preferred alternative.
That independent invention is the best explanation for this distribution becomes increasingly clear with the breadth of our comparison, since we also find Vietnamese mặt cá 'fish eye' = 'ankle', as well as Brahui khan 'eye; corn on foot', and Hausa idạ-n dōki 'eye of horse' = '"chestnut" on horse's leg (horny patch above the knee)'. Each of these comparisons is defective in that either the meaning (Vietnamese 'ankle') or the literal sense (Brahui 'eye', Hausa 'eye of horse') departs from the canonical type 'eye of fish' = 'callus'. Nonetheless, in every case the morpheme for 'eye' is used to represent a rounded protuberance of thickened skin on a lower limb, whether it is a corn on the foot or a callosity on the inner side of a horse's leg. That this liberalization of form is justified is strikingly confirmed by German Hühnerauge (chicken-eye), Mandarin jīyăn (chicken-eye) 'corn on foot, callus', where a second universal pattern appears, inviting speculation that 'fish eye' = 'callus' is more likely to arise independently in languages spoken by sea-oriented peoples and 'chicken-eye' = 'callus' in those spoken by land-oriented peoples. Urban (2010:569) noted the need to allow flexibility in the semantics of the 'eye of the day' = 'sun' equation. In particular, he pointed out that Vietnamese mặt tròi 'sun' literally is 'face of the sky', but argued that mặt probably also meant 'eye' at an earlier historical period, given eye/face homophony in many of the world's languages, and that 'sky' probably also meant 'day', given both synchronic polysemy and etymological relationships in which these meanings are connected. This contrasts with cases like San Mateo del Mar Huave (Mexico) teat niit (father-day) 'sun', where the compositionality of the complex word is clearly unrelated to that in 'eye of the day' constructions.
VARIATION.
Urban's concern with liberalizing the comparative procedure used to identify relevant cases focused on the literal sense of the complex expression, and as just seen, parallels occur in Hausa idạ-n dōki 'eye of horse', and Brahui khan 'eye; corn on foot', each of which uses the morpheme for 'eye' to refer to a callus, but not in conjunction with morphemes for either 'fish' or 'chicken'. In addition, however, a case can be made for allowing some variation in the meaning of the term, as with Vietnamese mặt cá, where the expression 'fish eye' is used to refer to a natural protuberance on the foot rather than one that has arisen from friction-generated thickening of the skin. Similarly, as seen above, the literal sense of Kove (New Britain) iha mata or Wayan (Western Fiji) mata ni ika (eye of fish) is identical to that in Malay, Thai, and Japanese, but the meaning is somewhat different in the first two languages. Despite this semantic variation, it seems clear that in each of these cases we are dealing with a similar way of encoding lexical information through an extension of the primary sense of the morpheme meaning 'eye', and hence ultimately with a similar cognitive pattern. By recognizing the cognitive unity of this pattern, however, we open a Pandora's Box for anyone wishing to attribute the agreement between such constructions to historical causes, since with this liberalization all of the expressions in table 2 and no doubt others not yet included can be shown to have a global or near-global distribution, hence one that is most plausibly attributed to independent invention (Blust 1981) .
Having seen that 'eye of a fish/chicken' = 'corn on the foot/callus' raises questions not unlike those posed by Urban in connection with 'eye of the day' = 'sun', we can now return to the latter. As seen already, the distribution of this lexical construction in AN languages is not exactly what Urban indicates, since two cases are reported in members of the East Formosan subgroup, and at least three are reported in languages located at the northern and southern extremities of the Philippines. This affects Urban's scenario 2, since his reservations about this explanation are based primarily on how it forces the investigator to assume "that all Formosan languages at some point independently gave up 'eye of day', which seems hard to motivate on any grounds." In fact, unless we wish to posit a subgroup that includes all languages of Taiwan except those in the East Formosan group (Basay, Trobiawan, Kavalan, Amis, Siraya, of which only Kavalan and Amis survive), there really is no choice but to assume widespread loss of a Proto-Austronesian (PAN) construction 'eye of the day' = 'sun' both in Taiwan and in the Philippines. The effect of this empirical modification on Urban's scenario 3 is less drastic, since it matters little whether 'eye of the day' = 'sun' was already present in PAN, or was innovated in PMP, so long as the construction was available to diffuse into the Mon-Khmer languages that came into contact with AN once the Malayo-Chamic expansion reached the Malay peninsula and at least portions of the Gulf of Thailand. However, Urban's scenario 4 is essentially incompatible with the expanded AN dataset given here, since it assumes diffusion from Austroasiatic or possibly other mainland Southeast Asian languages into an early AN language that was ancestral to most Malayo-Polynesian languages, but not to the Formosan languages or the languages of the Philippines.
Use of this expanded AN dataset further weakens the plausibility of Urban's scenarios 2 and 4, leaving only scenarios 1 and 3 as viable explanations for the distribution of 'eye of the day' = 'sun'. Of these two candidates, Urban clearly favors scenario 3, but the global comparative picture is incompatible with this view. First, although he states (568) that "this denomination is very rare cross-linguistically, and is restricted to languages of the Austroasiatic, Tai-Kadai, and Austronesian language families of Southeast Asia and Oceania," he notes one exception: a similar construction occurs in Sahu, a Papuan language of northern Halmahera, generally assigned to the North Halmahera language family, which may be part of the larger Trans-New Guinea Phylum (Reesink 2005) . Since the North Halmahera languages have many AN contact features (Voorhoeve 1994), Urban's decision (576) to treat this case as one of "occasional calquing of the pattern into Papuan languages" does not seem unreasonable. However, Sahu is not the only Papuan language to express 'sun' as 'eye of the day' or something very close to it. Dedua, a member of the Huon branch of the Finisterre-Huon family spoken in the Huon Peninsula of northern New Guinea, has wonac ki-wa (sun-eye-GEN) 'sun'. 4 Unlike the case in Sahu, the probability that the Dedua lexical construction is a product of AN contact influence is near zero. First, Dedua is spoken on the Huon Peninsula some 15 miles inland from the coast and is completely surrounded by other non-AN languages, of which the most influential is Kâte, the local lingua franca promoted since German colonial times by the Lutheran Mission (Capell 1962 :77, McElhanon 1975 . Second, so far as the available published information permits us to determine, Dedua shows little or no contact influence from AN languages, of which the nearest is Yabem, spoken some 25 miles to the south along the Huon Gulf (with at least two non-AN languages intervening). Third, as shown in table 3, the equation 'eye of day' = 'sun' in Dedua is embedded in a fairly rich set of extended 'eye' expressions, only some of which are attested in AN languages. 5 Given our extremely fragmentary knowledge of the 750 or so Papuan languages, it seems premature to conclude that 'eye of the day' = 'sun' in Papuan languages is found only as a calque from AN sources, and this is confirmed by Buin, of southern Bougainville Island in the Solomons chain, a Papuan language with no demonstrable relationship to Dedua, where Laycock (2003) gives noine 'eye', rua 'sun, daytime, daylight', and rua-ŋke noine (day-GEN-eye), glossed somewhat obscurely as 'round sun (as at morning and evening)'.
Even by including Papuan languages (a cover term for more than one group of languages in New Guinea and neighboring islands that may have a common origin that is no longer demonstrable with the comparative method), it would still be possible to argue that the 'eye of the day' = 'sun' equation is confined to Southeast Asia and the Pacific. Further searching, however, shows that this is also false. In both Yemeni and Egyptian Arabic, shams is 'sun' in ordinary usage, as when stating 'the sun is rising', but ein el shams (eye-ART-sun) 'eye of the sun' is used in poetic or special expressive contexts. Adly A. Mirza, who grew up in Yemen and later lived in Egypt, relates that when Yemeni children begin to lose their baby teeth adults will tell them to throw the tooth toward the sun and ask the 'eye of the sun' for a beau- As seen from these examples, 'eye of the day' does not always mean 'sun', but sometimes refers to a closely related concept. In several languages 'X' means 'sun' and 'Y' means 'day', but 'eye of sun' occurs rather than 'eye of day', and so differs from 'sun' either in some semantic nuance, as with Moru, or in speech register, as with Yemeni and Egyptian Arabic. In at least one AN language, 'eye of morning' means 'sunrise'-Motu daba mata-na (morning eye-3SG) 'daybreak; early morning'-a usage that closely parallels Irish súil an lae (eye.NOM the day.GEN) 'sunrise', and although hi no me (day-GENeye) is not the ordinary word for 'sun' in Japanese, it occurs in the expression hi no me o miru 'become famous finally' (lit., 'see the eye of the day').
7 By allowing some deviation from canonical glosses, then, it becomes clear that the equation 'eye of the day' = 'sun' is a language universal, a feature of language that need not occur in all languages, but that has a distribution that cannot be explained either by common origin or by chance. Rather, as will be argued below, this and other extended 'eye' expressions are products of a panhuman cognitive pathway.
Without question, the most surprising omission from Urban's consideration of 'eye of the day' expressions is English daisy, which is given the following etymological foreword in the Oxford Etymological Dictionary (Simpson and Weiner 1989): daisy [Old English daeges éage 'day's eye, eye of day' in allusion to the appearance of the flower, and to its closing the rays so as to conceal the yellow disk in the evening, and opening again in the morning].
In 1917, ten years before the first edition of the OED appeared, Sturtevant (1917:91) had the following to say: "Faded metaphors are common in all languages. The 'iris' of the eye was originally the 'rainbow' of the eye. 'Tulip' originally meant 'turban' and was applied to the flower on account of its shape. 'Daisy' is properly 'day's eye' and was applied first to the sun and then by a second metaphor to the flower."
Although 'daisy' and 'sun' now differ radically in meaning, then, the etymology of this word shows clearly that the name of the flower derives from its fancied resemblance to the sun (compare the structurally similar but larger sunflower, with round yel-6. I am indebted to Darius Jonathan for providing data on Moru when he was a PhD student in the Department of Linguistics at the University of Hawaiʻi in the mid to late 1980s. The similarity of Malay matahari (eye-day) 'sun' to Arabic usage was, in fact, noted nearly half a century ago by Holmer (1966:71) , who commented in a brief discussion of extended 'eye' expressions in AN and Australian languages that "we shall not consider such evident uses of the word 'eye' as in the 'eye of the day' (= 'the sun'), water eye ('spring'), 'eye of a ring or pearl oyster' (= 'precious stone or pearl'), found in Indonesian, and of which well-known parallels are known from Arabic, Persian, etc." 7. My thanks to Katsuhiro Ota for information on Japanese hi no me, and to Tom Dougherty for glossing the Irish form and noting that "this appears to nowadays be a poetic term, as far as I can tell. According to the website of Foras na Gaeilge, the official terminology authority for the Irish language, éirí gréine (rise.NMLZ sun., lit. 'rising of the sun') is the 'proper' way to say 'sunrise' in modern Irish." low center and radiating circle of petals, reminiscent of sunbeams streaming outward from the central disk). In short, the same cognitive pathway that led to Malay matahari 'sun' led to English daisy, and there is no plausible alternative to seeing this equation as a semantic universal.
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This still leaves a nagging question: if 'eye of the day' = 'sun' is due to universal human tendencies in cognition, why is there such a dramatic concentration of transparent cases in Austroasiatic, Tai-Kadai, and AN languages? Similar questions can be raised about any universal of language or culture, and they pose some of the most daunting unaddressed challenges to universals research. To cite just one example from outside the domain of language, the "rainbow taboo," a belief that if one points at a rainbow with the index finger the offending digit will become bent, be supernaturally severed, rot, and so on, is found on every continent, but the proportion of negative cases is far higher in African societies than elsewhere (Blust n.d.) . Whatever favored the preservation of the 'eye of the day' = 'sun' equation in mainland Southeast Asia and in AN languages generally, it was clearly a matter of retaining a feature of lexical structure that has arisen independently in many parts of the earth rather than developing it uniquely in one restricted geographical region as argued by Urban on the basis of an inadequate data sample.
METAPHOR AND ITS AFTERMATH.
In considering expressions such as 'eye of the day', one is naturally tempted to speak of metaphor, and Urban does this, for example, in discussing Tetun loro 'sun', loro mata-n (sun-eye-3SG) 'disk of the sun', where he notes: "It therefore seems possible that in such languages the simplex term is the general unmarked term used to refer to the sun, whereas the complex term is used when attention is drawn by the speaker specifically to the round shape of the sun as a physical entity. This would match up well with the cross-linguistically observable semantic extension of words meaning 'eye' to metaphorically denote all kinds of objects with remotely roundish shape" (my italics).
There are two problematic assumptions in this quoted passage. The first is that a word like Malay matahari 'sun' is a metaphor. Although the topic obviously would require considerably more space than I can devote to it here, a claim of this kind raises basic questions of definition. Lakoff and Johnson (1980) provide an extensive examination of the use of metaphors in natural English speech, and their work set into motion a cottage industry of research into the nature of metaphor, its relationship to metonymy, and so on, characterized by lengthy studies such as Sweetser (1990) and collections such as Blank and Koch (1999) or Panther and Raden (1999) . If anything in the way of a definition can be extracted from these discussions, it is that metaphor involves a conscious intention to increase expressive power through appeal to perceptual parallels. When Shakespeare, in sonnet XVIII, line 5, writes, "Sometimes too hot the eye of heaven shines," it is clear that he is using a metaphor for 'sun', and that he is doing so to achieve a literary effect that is realized in part by "surprising" the reader with a novel way of indexing a known referent.
By contrast, when a Malay fisherman comments matahari belum terbit (sun not.yet risen) 'the sun has not yet risen', there is no reason to treat matahari as anything other than the ordinary word for 'sun', and hence no more a metaphor than English daisy. Sturtevant clearly caught this point when he referred to "faded metaphors," meaning lexical forms that may have begun as metaphors through an attempt to achieve a special expressive effect, but which over time became "bleached" of their special character much as grammaticized free morphemes can become bleached of their original lexical content.
The second questionable assumption in this passage is that extended uses of 'eye' are primarily based on shape, but this is precisely how the morpheme for 'eye' differs from extended uses of all other body parts. With extended uses of leg, nose, head, and so on, there is nearly always a transparent mapping of shape and configuration from the body to some other domain, but with extended uses of 'eye' this is not the case. One can argue (often pointlessly) that the universal equation 'eye of water' = 'spring' is based on the observation that springs, like eyes, are typically round, and some might even press the point with such questionable examples as 'eye of a potato', but this interpretation clearly breaks down with cases like Japanese nokogiri no me (saw GEN eye) 'teeth of a saw', Malay mata pisau (eye knife) 'blade of a knife', English 'eye of a storm', Spanish ojo de cerveza 'head of beer', Malay mata benda (eye article) 'valuables', Dedua yic ki-wa (man eye-GEN) 'leader, headman', Hausa ido-n gari (eye-GEN town) 'important people of the town', Malay mata hati (eye liver) 'mental perception; instinct', Mandarin xīnyăn (heart eye) 'heart; intention', Korean nwun-chi (eye-SUFFIX) 'sense, intuition', Moru buku mi (book eye) 'type symbols on a page', Malay mata piano (eye piano) 'piano keys', or Egyptian Arabic ein al haqiqa (eye-ART-truth) 'the core of the truth'. Rather than being directed by shape, extended uses of the morpheme for 'eye' can more usefully be characterized as meaning something like 'center, nucleus, most important thing or part '. 9 This brings me to my final point, which I can only touch on here, and that is: Why does the eye occupy a special place in symbolism as compared with other body parts? Perhaps the first thing to note is that the head is the most salient part of the body, the face the most salient part of the head, and the eyes the most salient part of the face. The latter fact is reflected linguistically by eye/face homophony in many of the world's languages, but also in the stages by which young children acquire control of depicting the human form. From experience in recording the early art of my own three children, I would say that the first step toward representing a human shape is to succeed in drawing a rough circle. This is followed shortly by a straight line drawn downward from the circle/head-the barest depiction of a human body. What follows next is the appearance of smaller circles within the larger one, representing eyes, the first facial features to appear.
In an important study of perceptual development in newborns, Gibson (1969:352 ) noted that 9. This might be debated, since eyes come in pairs, while the notion of "center" or "nucleus" seems intuitively to be unitary. However, in many AN languages, the morpheme meaning 'navel' is used to indicate 'center', and in some of the languages of the Admiralty Islands the morpheme for 'eye' has been combined with this to form the word for 'navel': Likum mita-'eye', mita-su-buto 'eye-of-navel'; Levei moto-'eye', moto-pusu-'eye-navel'; Penchal mata-'eye', mata-n-put 'eye of navel'; Nauna mat-'eye', mata-m-put 'eye of navel'. A similar construction is seen in Mandarin dù qí yăn 'belly umbilicus eye' = 'navel'.
neonates only two to six days old pay attention to a face or face-like display, that is, fixate on it or show an increase in arousal. … What can we infer from such evidence? Only that there is information in the light from a human face, from a facelike display, and from other nonface-like displays that even a neonate attends to. What this information is we do not know. The emerging importance of the eyes at three and one half weeks, however, suggests the beginning of what might be called feature differentiation. Eyes are not only shiny but move independently of the face as a whole, and this may explain why they are so effective in attracting primitive attention.
According to Gibson the second feature that infants begin to differentiate within the face is the mouth, at around five months of age. This and similar studies cited in it clearly suggest that the eyes are the most salient, expressive part of the human face, and hence in some sense the most central or important bodily feature in early cognitive development. A least since Jakobson (1941) , we have known that the ontogeny of language development is related in important ways to language universals, in particular to universals of phonology. With reference to extended uses of the morpheme for 'eye' in the world's languages, it now appears clear that the ontogeny of perception is related to language universals as well, but more particularly to the too-long neglected study of semantic universals. 
